In the last issue I described how I built my own Iqyax,
the Aluetian word for ‘skin boat’, during an extremely
satisfying week in Norway. Having built my Iqyax, the
only thing left to do was to paddle it. A short day paddle
wasn’t going to be enough however. A longer journey
was needed before I felt I could really give an objective
opinion on whether or not a skin-on-frame vessel was
appropriate for expedition use.
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Finishing touches

Ophelas as she is called was built in Norway, and Norway is
where I decided Ophelas would remain. After an initial coat of
primer the Iqyax was loaded onto the roofrack and set off on a
long journey north to Senja and Ørgen Karlsen, who was going to
paint her. The journey north was accomplished with help from the
Norwegian paddling community, to whom I am eternally grateful.
The painting of the skin-on-frame kayak/Iqyax is really important
as it not only adds an attractive finish to the vessel, but also
strength, durability and water resistance. The whole idea of using
canvas really appealed, no more resins and no more itchy glass
fragments. Ethically the process is comfortable to live with as
no animals are needlessly harmed and the whole process has a
very traditional feel to it; the smell of linseed oil, wood, canvas
and paint took me back years and felt much like my early days
involved with traditional boat building. It took Ørgen several
weeks to finish the painting, and I arrived in Tromsø just as the
final coat was being applied.

Kayaking Scandinavian-style

My plan was to take the Iqyax up and around Nordkapp.
Although would certainly have tested out the seaworthiness of
its design, is wasn’t really the sensible approach (that is, I didn’t
really want to commit to advanced waters in a design that I’d had
no previous experience of and where there was little in the way of
an escape route should things go wrong) and also did not fit into
our time schedule.
I met up with Nick and Phillipa Arding, picking them up from
Tromsø airport and then driving back to Bjorn’s houseboat where
we would be staying for the night. Bjorn has been a massive
supporter of my Scandinavian travels (as have so many others
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along the way); this was now my fourth visit to the region and we
have become firm friends. Nick and Pa were here to accompany me
in finishing off the final leg of this amazing Scandinavian odyssey.
I had tried to paddle around the Cape back in 2012, shortly after
completing a trip around Ireland. The trip almost ended in tragedy
when insomnia set in under the effects of the midnight sun. Had
the weather been at least overcast it would not have been so bad
but, considering the latitude, it was very hot with strong sunlight.
After almost three days of exhausting and constant paddling I had
paddled around Knivselloden, the northernmost point of Europe
and Norway.
A misjudgment, brought about by sleep deprivation and a goalorientated mindset, had me struggling to withdraw back through
a ferocious tide race. I limped back to Gjesvaer feeling humbled,
eventually returning home with my tail tucked firmly between my
legs. I took my eye off the goal for a year last year, and decided to
head south from Tromsø to explore the outer coast of Senja and the
Vesteralen group of islands to the north of the Lofoten chain.
Now back in Norway and accompanied by friends, my eyes were
fixed firmly on the Cape once more. Although conditions were
calm, you could still see the swirling eddy-lines generating around
the Cape. Launching from Gjesvaer and landing five hours later at
Skarsvag, the paddle was short and uneventful and we managed
to complete the journey unhindered by tide or weather.
We left Nordkapp and headed down to Saroya, which is a beautiful
and dramatic island on the outside of Hammerfest (the world’s
northernmost city). After several days spent on Saroya, we returned
to Tromsø. Nick and Pa flew home and I headed south to Senja,
meeting up with Ørgen and the freshly painted Ophelas.

Fitting out

The Iqyax looked stunning in the warm sunlight; Ørgen had done a
fine job of the painting and we set about rigging her. Ropes to hold
the Aleutian paddle were fitted through the skin and then through
the framing. These were held in place with thin wooden wedges
and knotted behind for good measure. Elastics were fitted to retain
water bottles and charts; they were secured in place then fitted
with horn beads fashioned to hold them above the canvas.
Ophelas is a blend of old and new; someone once told me that
their interpretation of ‘traditional’ was to blend what worked in the
past with what works in the now. I believe that this is also how
Anders looks at the Iqyax building process. Ophelas was not going
to be used for hunting seals or sea otter; she was going to be used
for making journeys and needed to carry a load. The absence of
a day hatch meant that important safety items such as flares and
VHF were going to be held beneath the elastics, readily available
should I need them.

Maiden voyage

Now I had to turn my attention to the place Ophelas would make
her maiden voyage, and what better place than to Senja, Norway’s
second-largest island. An opportunity to guide two groups of
Israelis around the outer coast was the perfect opportunity to test
the Iqyax. The paddlers from Israel, of whom I knew many, were
mainly experienced and strong. Their home borders are severely
restricted and many Israelis turn to the ocean for exploration. We
met at the airport and, after a day of sorting through equipment, we
headed out to Someroya, a small island to the north of Senja which
is about an hour’s ride from Tromsø.
I first visited Senja in 2011, but was forced to travel up the inside
edge of the island because of bad weather and an injured paddling

partner. This change in route had taken us away from one of the
most beautiful areas that Norway has to offer. Deep mountainous
fjords split the outside edge of Senja; the fjords are fish rich and in
the winter months attract Humpback and Orca. The combination of
Aurora Borealis above, crystal clear waters and whales below must
surely add up to an amazing experience.
Ophelas stood on the dunes, hatch covers off, roll top enclosures
unfurled, waiting. For the very first time negative thoughts flooded
my mind: no bulkheads to push up against; would the frames get in
the way; will it leak; I can’t push too hard; and what if I push a peg
through the fabric? Having overcome the complexities of packing
water, food, dry clothes, sleeping bags, mat, pots, pans, pegs,
poles and so much more into a skin-on-frame kayak, I called Tore
over to help me carry her down to the water’s edge.
Tore is a unique character from the island of Kvaloya. In summer
he runs a sea kayaking business, guiding clients around the local
area. During the winter, when most men are seeking shelter, he
comes into bloom as a dog ‘musher’. He has fifty or so Alaskan
Huskies, which he uses to carry people around Kvaloya. Tore is one
of Norway’s leading wilderness guides and has many adventures
beneath his belt. Like Bjorn, Tore casts one hell of a shadow,
physically and psychologically and it is an absolute privilege to
count these men as friends.
Depositing Ophelas close to the water’s edge, I stretched the sea
sock into place, grabbed my portable backrest and was ready to
go. Senja beckoned.

Pathfinding

We headed north towards Håja, a double-peaked island on the
outside edge of Kvaloya, basking in the Arctic sunshine. Although
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The cockpit is a an ‘ocean’ cockpit; small and oval, the size is three
hand spans from back to front, so the smaller your hands the smaller
your cockpit. I like ocean cockpits; they allow you to paddle with your
knees together.
Ingress and egress demands a certain amount of ability, which is no
bad thing. If you lack the skills to balance and the paddle awareness to
support, then you shouldn’t be paddling such a beautiful kayak.
The Iqyax is a fast and responsive ride; the bifid bow creates lift and
yet cuts cleanly through the water on those flat glassy days. When the
sea starts to ‘chop up’, the bulbous section floats the bow upwards,
creating a relatively dry ride. The reverse ‘V’ section deck allows any
water to drain quickly away. The volume allows for good lift when
pushing through surf.
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I have landed Ophelas on rock, sand and shingle, encountered rough
waters and calm and hunted out eddy-lines in strong flow. I have carried
my own equipment and had no need to share my load. Ophelas is
remarkably well balanced and has no modern skeg or rudder system
fitted; the occasional sweep stroke has balanced the Iqyax in wind.
I love the feel of the Iqyax: the unique bond between the kayak and
myself that links me to the paddlers of yesteryear. I often drop into a
state of dreamy imagination as to what it must have been like exploring
the north Pacific coastline in search of food and a suitable area to set
up settlements for family and friends, their lives dependent upon your
success or failure.
Why had I never built my own skin-on-frame kayak or Iqyax before?
What a fool I have been.

appearing close, the island was at least a two-hour paddle away
from our position; the clear Arctic air and the sheer size of the
surrounding landscape make everything look closer.

We carried ourselves south, meandering through the small islets to a small
beach on the eastern side of Endoya which would be our campsite for
the night. The next day we would make the short crossing to Heckinham
lighthouse and then cross to the northwestern corner of Senja.

We came around the northern edge of Hillersoy and turned
southwards. Ophelas was feeling remarkably stable and had a
good turn of speed about her. Not that anyone was racing – but on
just a gentle pull of the Aleutian blade she would glide effortlessly
through the water, leaving little in the way of a bow or stern wave.

For her first real day on the water, Ophelas had served me well. She
had a good stability, a nice turn of speed and designing the Iqyax
around my own body requirements meant that she was supremely
comfortable to sit in.

As we headed around the outside of Hillersoy we cut in close to the
cliffs and gave flight to a sea eagle, which had blended perfectly
into the backdrop of rock and grass. As the eagle took flight so
did numerous black-backed gulls. The black-backed gulls, which
dominate the coasts of Britain, sit lower on the food chain around
the coasts of northern Norway.

Several days later, having ventured along the northwest corner of
Senja, we arrived in Bergsoya (Mountain islands). My favourite paddling
destination in the world, Bergsoya is a group of small islands that sit in
crystal-clear waters and are surrounded by mountains which rise from
the sea. Ophelas is the Sami name for ‘pathfinder’, an appropriate name
for my first foray on this new path.
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